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1. Introduction
A smooth curve 7 : R — ϊ M in a complete Riemannian manifold M is called a
circle of geodesic curvature κ(> 0) if it is parametrized by its arc-length t and satis-
fies the following equation:
where V* denotes the covariant differentiation along 7 with respect to the Riemannian
connection V of M. Since 7 is paremetrized by its arc-length we have ||Vt7|| = K,
hence this equation is equivalent to the equation of geodesies when K = 0. Thus the
notion of circles is a natural extension of the notion of geodesies. Although this no-
tion was settled by Nomizu- Yano[ 1 1 ] in 1974, there are very few results about their
geometric properties. In this paper we propose to study their length spectrum in con-
nection with some geometry of the base manifold.
We call a circle 7 closed if there exists a nonzero constant T with
7(T) - 7(0), 7(Γ) - 7(0), Vtτ(Γ) - V t<y(0).
This condition is equivalent to the condition that ^(t + T) = j(t) for every t. The
minimum positive constant with this property is called the prime period of 7 and
denoted by length(y). For an open circle, a circle which is not closed, we put its
prime period as length^) = oo. In order to get rid of the influence of the action
of the full isometry group, we shall consider the moduli space of circles under the
action of isometries. We say that two circles 71 and 72 are congruent each other if
there exist an isometry φ and a constant to with 72 (t) = φ o "fι(t + to) for every t.
The moduli space Cir(M) of circles is the quotient space of the set of all circles in
M under this congruence relation. The length spectrum of circles in M is the map
C : Cir(M) — > R U {00} defined by £([7]) = length^). Sometimes we also call
the image LSpec(M) — £(CTr(M))ΠR in the real line the length spectrum of circles
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on M. For λ € LSpec(M) the cardinality J (C~l(λ)) of the set £~l(λ) is called the
multiplicity of the length spectrum C at λ. When fl (C~l(X)] = 1 we say λ is simple
for C. If the multiplicity of £ is greater than 1 at some point, this means that we can
find circles which are not congruent each other but have the same length.
The moduli space of circles have a natural stratification by their geodesic curva-
ture. We denote by Cir
κ
(M) the moduli space of circles of curvature K, in M and
by £
κ
 the restriction of £ on this space. The length spectrum £0 is hence the length
spectrum of geodesies. For length spectrum of geodesies many results are known. For
example, every geodesic in a compact rank one symmetric sapce is closed with the
same length. Needless to say these geodesies are congruent each other, so that the
length spectrum £0 takes one value and is simple at there. In a complex projective
space CPn(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, the length spectrum of
geodesies is 2π/>/c. Being concerned with circles, we know that two closed circles in
a real space form are congruent if and only if they have the same length. The study
of length spectrum of circles may give us more information on geometric properties of
a base manifold.
The equation of geodesies descirbes a uniform rectilineal motion of a particle.
From this physical point of view, we can interprete some circles as a motion of a
charged particle under an action of a magnetic field. In view of classical magnetic
fields on E3, we call a closed 2-form B on M a magnetic field. A smooth curve 7
which satisfies Vt7 = Ω(7) is called a trajectory for B, where Ω denotes the skew-
symmetric operator on the tangent bundle TM with B(u,v) — (u,Ω(υ)) for every u,
v G TM. When Ω satisfies Ω2 = -/ and has constant strength ||Ω|| = Λ, trajectories
for B are circles of curvature K. One of the important examples of magnetic fields is
a Kahler magnetic field, a constant multiple of the Kahler form, on a Kahler manifold.
Trajectories for a Kahler magnetic field satisfy the equation V*7 = ±ttJ7 with com-
plex structure J, hence they are circles. It is well known that the length spectrum of
geodesies is deeply related to the properties of the geodesic flow. For given a magnet-
ic field B on M we can also consider the magnetic flow associated to B on the unit
tangent bundle of M. By theory of Anosov flows we get an asymptotic behaviour of
the distribution of length spectrum under a condition of hyperbolicity for the magnetic
flow (see [7], [12]).
Along this context, one of the most important objects in the study of circles
should be the set of circles in a Kahler manifold. In a Kahler manifold we have an-
other index for circles which is called the complex torsion. The complex torsion for a
circle 7 is given by τ = (7, «/Vt7)/||Vt7||, which does not depend on t and satisfies
|rI < 1. This suggests us that properties of circles in a Kahler manifold are related to
the complex structure. Circles of complex torsion ±1, which are trajectories of some
Kahler magnetic field, are called holomorphic circles, and circles of null complex tor-
sion are called totally real circles. By using this index we get other stratification of
the moduli space of circles. We denote by CirT(M) the moduli space of circles with
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complex torsion r, by C7 the restricition of £ onto this space, and by Cir^(M) the
moduli space of those with curvature K and complex torsion r. In this paper we in-
vestigate the length spectrum of circles in a complex projective space CPn of com-
plex dimension n > 2, which is a model space in the study of circles. As a direct
consequence of Maeda-Ohnita[10], for a complex projective space the moduli space
Cir^(CPn) consisits of a single point, hence we study the structure of £
κ
, £r, and
£ of a complex projective space. Our main result is the following:
Theorem. For a complex projective space CPn(c) (n > 2) of constant holo-
morphic sectional curvature c, the length spectrum has the following properties.
1) Both the sets
LSpec
κ
(CPn(c)) = C(Cir
κ
(CPn(c))) Π E
and
LSpecτ(CPn(c)) = jC(Cirτ(CPn(c))) Π E
are unbounded discrete subsets of E for K > 0 and 0 < r < 1.
2) The length spectrum LSpec(CPn(c)) of circles coinsides with the real positive
line (0, oo).
3) For K > 0 the bottom of LSpec
κ
(CPn(c)) is 2τr/V/c2 + c, which is the
length of the holomorphic circle of curvature K. The second lowest spectrum of
LSpec
κ
(CPn(c)) is 4ττ / \f4κ?~+~c, which is the length of the totally real circle
of curvature K. They are simple for C
κ
.
4) The multiplicity of C is finite at each point λ E E.
5) λ(G E) is simple for C if and only if λ G ((2/
Λ
/c)π, (4/3) v/5/cπ].
6) The multiplicity of £
κ
 (K > 0) is not uniformly bounded :
-oo.
λ— >oo
By our result, we can conclude that even if we restrict ourselves on the moduli s-
pace Cir
κ
(CPn(c)) of circles of curvature K we can not distinguish congruence class-
es by their length spectrum.
The authors are grateful to Professors Masaaki Umehara and Masakazu Yamagishi
for their valuable suggestions.
2. The length spectrum of circles of curvature K
In this section we study the length spectrum of circles of curvature K in a com-
plex projective space CPn(c) (n > 2) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c.
We first review our preceding results on prime periods of circles in a complex projec-
tive space.
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Fact 1 ([3]). 1) Every holomorphic circle and totally real circle in CPn(c) are
closed. Their prime periods are 2π/Vft2 + c and 4π/\/4ft2 + c respectively.
2) Let a
κ
,
τ
, b
κ
,
τ
, d
κ
,
r
(a
κ
,
τ
 < b
κ
^
τ
 < dKίT) denote the solutions for the cubic
equation
cλ
3
 - (4ft2 + c)λ + 2Vcftτ = 0.
A circle 7 of curvature ft and complex torsion r (£ ±1) in CPn(c) is closed if and
only if one of the ratios aKίT/bκ,τ, bκ^τ/dκ,τ, dκ,r/aκ,τ is rational. The condition that
one of these three ratios is rational is equivalent to the condition that each of these
ratios is rational. In this case the prime period of this closed circle is
length^)
Here for two real numbers α, β the least common multiple L.C.M.(α, β) is the mini-
mum value of the set {am | ra = 1,2,3, •} ΓΊ {βm | m = 1,2,3, •}.
For the special case that K — \/2c/4 we can also calculate prime periods of circles
in the following manner.
Fact 2 ([3]). In a complex projective space CPn(c) a circle 7 of curvature
\/2c/4 and complex torsion r — 3α — 4α3(0 < |α| < 1/2) is closed if and only if
- α
2)/(3α2) is rational. In this case if we denote >/(! — α2)/(3α2) = p/q by
mutually prime positive integers p, </, then its prime period is
f 4
—j=πy2(3p2 + ςf2), if pq is even,
=
 * 9 f q2), if pq is odd.
-^
V, oyc
In a complex projective space two circles are congruent if and only if they have
the same curvatures and the same absolute values of complex torsions (see [3]). There-
fore the moduli space Cίr(CPn(c)) of circles on CPn(c) is bijective to the set
[0,oo) x [0, 1]/ ~, where (ft,r) and (κ/,r') are equivalent if and only if (ft, r) =
(ft',τ') or ft = ft' = 0. We denote by [7«,
r
] the congruency class of circles of curva-
ture ft and complex torsion τ(> 0) in CPn(c). For a positive constant ft we define a
canonical transformation
Φ
κ
 : Cir
κ
(CPn(c)) \ {[7ltfl]} — > C7ir^/4(CPn(c)) \
by
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Lemma. The canonical transformation satisfies
for every τ(0 < r < 1), where C
κ
 = >/3c/(2(4ft2 + c)).
Proof. Consider the cubic equation cλ3 — (4ft2 + c)λ + 2^/cκτ = 0. By putting
Λ = CKX we find it is equivalent to cΛ
3
 - (3c/2)Λ + 2
v
/
c«rC3 = 0. Since 0 <
2y/27cftτC'3 < 1, this means that
with μ = 2<y/2/cftτ(73 = 3\/3cftτ(4ft2 + c)~3/2. We hence get the conclusion with
Fact 1. D
This lemma gurantees that the structure of the length spectrum £« of circles of
curvature ft essentially does not depend on ft. We shall study about £^/4- Here we
rewrite the assertion of Fact 2. When a. runs on the open interval (0,1/2), we find
that r = 3α — 4α3 is monotone increasing and runs on the open interval (0,1), and
that <y/(l - α2)/(3α:2) is monotone decreasing and runs on the open interval (l,oo).
Therefore a circle 7 of curvature \/2c/4 and complex torsion r in CPn(c) is closed
if and only if
for some mutually prime positive integers p, q with p > q. Here we should note that
T(piQ) / T(PI^QI) if (PiQ) Φ (p'lQ1) because of the uniquness of the representaion
of a positive rational number ^/(l — α:2)/(3α2) by mutually prime numbers. Thus we
have
+ q2) \ p > q,pq is even,
p and q are mutually prime >
2
'
pq is
 °
dd
'
p and q are mutually prime
As a direct consequence we get the following:
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(1) The set LSpec^/4(CPn(c)) is an unbounded discrete subset of R.
(2) The bottom of LSpec^/4(CPn(c)) is (4/3)^/ΪJc π.
(3) The bottom of the set LSpec^-
c/4(CPn(c)) \ {(4/3)^/2/c π} is (4/3)^/6^ π.
(4) These two spectrum (4/3)^/2/c π and (4/3)y/6/c π for C^μ are simple.
Since the multiplicity of £^/4
 at
 λ(> (4/3)y^67c π) is equal to the cardinality of
the set
< (p, q) € N x N|p > g,p<? is even,
p and g are mutually prime, —Fπ\/2(3p2 + </2) = λ3Vc J
ί (P>«) G N x NIP > <*>M is odd>
p and ^  are mutually prime, — ^ π\/2(3p2 + ς2) = λ >,
we also find by classical number theory the following (see for example [8]):
(5) The multiplicity of C^y^/4 is finite at each λ £ E but not uniformly bounded;
= oo.
λ— >oo
EXAMPLES. We find that the length spectrum fc^/^u is not simple at the follow-
ing points:
(i) Let 71 be a circle of curvature \/2c/4 and complex torsion r = r(27, 7) =
5698/(559\/559) and 72 be a circle of curvature \/2c/4 and complex torsion
r = τ(25, 19) = 12502/(559V§59). These two closed circles have the same cur-
vature and the same length (4 \/1118)/(3 v/c)π. But they are not congruent each
other.
(ii) Let 7i be a circle of the same curvature \/2c/4 and complex torsion n =
r(pi,gi). < = 1. 2, 3. We set (Pl,gι) - (129,71), (p2,<?2) - (131,59) and
(P3»9s) = (135,17). Note that 3p? + g? = 54964 for ί = 1, 2, 3. Then these
three circles have the same curvature and the same length. But these three cir-
cles are not congruent each other.
For general «, since the canonical transformation Φ
κ
 is injective and its image is
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our Lemma yields that
LSpec«(CPn(c)) =
2 . ,
 Λ
\ " o /^" v -w + Q2) I P > <fy>P? iseven
-f c)
p and q are mutually prime
 >
3c
x —=πv/2(3p2 + g2) | p > δq,pq is odd4«2+c)
x f
p and g are mutually prime >,
where δ (> 1) denotes the number with
9δ2 - 1
We can therefore conclude the following on the length spectrum of circles of curvature
K, in a complex projective space CPn(c) (n > 2):
Proposition 1. 1) The set LSpec
κ
(CPn(c)) is an unbounded discrete subset
ofR.
2) The bottom of LSpec
κ
(CPn(c)) is 2π/Vκ2 4- c, and the second lowest spec-
trum in LSpec
κ
(CPn(c)) is 4π/\/4κ;2 + c when K > 0.
3) These two spectrum 2π/\/κ2 + c and 4π/\/4/c2~T~c are simple for C
κ
.
4) The multiplicity of C
κ
 is finite at each point X G R, Z?wί not uniformly bound-
ed if K > 0 limsup
λ
_>00 %(£~l(λ)) = oo.
3. The length spectrum of circles of complex torion r
In this section we study the length spectrum LSpecr(CPn(c)) of circles of com-
plex torsion r in a complex projective space CPn(c) (n > 2). It is clear that
LSpecl(CPn(c)) = (0,2π/Vc) and LSpec°(CPn(c)) = (0,4π/VS).
We shall show the following:
Proposition 2. The set LSpecτ(CPn(c)) (n > 2) is unbounded for 0 < r < 1.
Proof. Set r
m
 = r(2m+l,l) = (l/2)(3m-hl)(3m-h2)(3m2-f 3m + l)-3/2 for a
positive integer m. In the following for fixed r, we choose m satisfying τ
m
 < r. The
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equation τ
m
(4/c2 H- c)3/2 = 3\/3cτκ has two positive solutions. We denote by «
m
 the
larger solution of this equation. One can easily see that K^ > (c/4)(3τ/(2τ
m
) - 1),
hence that limm-^oo κ
m
 = oo. We are enough to show that the set {£([7«
m
,τ])} is
unbounded. By Lemma and Fact 2 we have
3c 2
x_W2{3(2m
3ra2
As we have
_ (3ra + l)(3ra + 2) _ 3\/3cκ
rn
τ
m
 2(3m2 -f 3m + I)3/2 (4*4 + c)3/2 '
we see that
lim —— = lim m m = —cr (< oo).
~ '— ^ ~ *" mr
m
 4
Therefore we obtain that lim
m
^00£([7«mjT]) = oo, and get the conclusion. D
Next we discuss the discreteness of the length spectrum of circles of complex tor-
sion r.
Proposition 3. For 0 < r < 1 the set LSpecr(CPn(c)) (n > 2) is a discrete
subset of the real line. In particular, inf LSpecτ(CPn(c)} = mmLSpecr(CPn(c)) is
positive.
Proof. Put μ(κ) = 3\/3cκτ(4κ2 + c)~3/2. If we suppose LSpecτ(CPn(c)) has
an accumulation point ξ G R then there exists a sequence {/c
m
}^
=1 of positive num-
bers with
£([7*
m
,r]) < oo, ξ= lim £([7*
m
,r]).
ra—>oo
Choose α
m
 so that μ(κ
m
) = 3α
m
 — 4αf
n
 and 0 < α
m
 < 1/2. Since
^/(l — o;2l)/(3α2n) is rational by Fact 2, we have mutually prime positive integers
Pm, ?m (Pm > 9m) With ^/(l - α^l)/(3α2n) = pm/^m.
When the set {κ
m
} is unbounded, by taking a subsequence, we may suppose
lim
m
_)>00 /cm = oo so that limm_+00μ(ttm) = 0. We note that limm^00pm/^m = oo,
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τ - o
K = 0
Fig. 3.1.
because lim
m
_).00 αm = 0. In this case as we have
-3/2
we find that
,.hm Pm ,. μ(κm)(pm/qm) 8'= hm
3CT
< oo.
We therefore get
3c
3c
π x
This contradicts the assumption ^ < oo.
When {/c
m
} is a bounded set, then <y/3c/(2(4«;^ -f c)) is bounded from below
by a positive constant. Since ξ < oo, we find that the set {£([7^/4
 μ(Λm)])} ^s
bounded. Therefore the set {«
m
} is a finite set, because the set
{(p,<l) I P and <7 are mutually prime
positive numbers, p > q, y 3p2 + q2 < L}
is a finite set for each L. This is a contradiction. Thus we obtain that LSpecτ(CPn(cJ)
is a discrete set. Π
Our proof of Proposition 3 stands to show that the multiplicity of the length spec-
trum Cτ (0 < T < 1) of CPn(c) is finite at each point λ G K. But we do not know
whether it is uniformly bounded or not.
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Before closing this section we explain our results from a geometric point of view.
On the moduli space Cir(CPn(c)) we have a natural foliation {^>}o<μ<ι with re-
spect to the length spectrum of circles. Each leaf is of the following form:
Γμ = {[7*,τ] I 3\/3cAcτ(4Ac2 + c)~3/2 = μ}, if 0 < μ < 1,
Γι = {[7*,ι] I « > 0},
This foliation is transverse to the canonical foliation {Cίr
κ
(CPn(c))}o<
κ<00.
Also each leaf Tμ (0 < μ < 1) is transverse to the canonical foliation
{Cirr(CPn(c))}0<r<l except at the point
4. The full length spectrum
We devote this secton to study the full length spectrum LSpec(CPn(c)) of circles
in a complex projective space CPn(c) (n > 2).
For given μ(0 < μ < 1) we denote by kμ and Kμ (kμ < Kμ) the positive so-
lutions for the equation (4«2 + c)3/2μ = 3\/3cAv. When kμ < K, < Kμ we see that
r(κ) = (4/c2-hc)3/2μ/(3Λ/3c/ς) satisfies 0 < r(/c) < 1, hence [ΊK,T(K)] G «r(CPn(c)).
Since Φ«([7κ,r(
Λ
)]) = [7^3/4, .^ if £([7v^/4,μ]) < °° then the °Pen inteval
3c
is contained in LSpec(CPn(c)). When μ — τ(p,q), we can solve the equation and get
k2μ = cq*/(9p2 - q2) and K2μ = c(3p - q)2/{Sq(3p -f q)}. Since LSpec°(CPn(c)) =
(0,4π/Vc) and LSpecl(CPn(c)) = (0,2π/v^), we find that
L5pec(CPn(c)) - ^0, ^ ") U \J{IT(Ptq) \P>q,P and 9 are
mutually prime positive integers}.
Here
i 4ττ_ / _
V 2g(3p + g) , τ^= V V - 92 1 , if W is even,
For example we have
Ϊ4 4 35
, if W is odd.
/ 4 / 5 8 / 5 \
=
 UV c π ' 3V cπ '
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Since we can easily find /
r
(3,i) Π(0,4π/^/c) ^ 0 and /
r
(2m-ι,i) n/
r
(2m+ι,ι) T^ 0 for
m > 1, we obtain the following set theoretical property on the full length spectrum.
Proposition 4. The full length spectrum LSpec(CPn(c)) (n > 2) coincides
with the positive real half line (0, oo).
Next we shall mention the multiplicity of the full length spectrum C of CPn(c).
Proposition 5. The multiplicity of length spectrum C of CPn(c) is finite at
each point λ £ R.
Proof. If λ G I
τ
(p,q) we have that λ > 2π/(3
v
/c)
v
/2<?(3p + g) As p > q > 1,
we have 6p < 2q(3p+q) < (9/(4π2))cλ2. Since the number of pairs (p, q) of mutually
prime positive numbers with q < p < 3/(8π2)cλ2 is finite, we get that the number of
pairs (p, q) with λ G I
τ
(P,q) and with p > q is finite for each λ G (0, oo). We hence
obtain the conclusion. Π
Finally we shall show that there are simple spectrum for £. Since the length
spectrum of geodesies is LSpeco(CPn(c)) = {2π/
v
/c} and the length spectrum of
holomorphic circles and totally real circles are LSpecl(CPn(c)) — (0, 2π/\/c) and
LSpec°(CPn(c)) = (0,4π/Vc), it is trivial that C is not simple on (0,2π/χ/c]. We
now study the strict extent of /
r
(p,g) It is clear that /
r
(2,i) C ((4/3)\/57c π, oo).
When p > 3, as 2q(3p + q) > 2(3 3 + 1), we also have IT(P,q) C ((4/3)Λ/5/c π, oo).
Therefore £ is simple at λ G (2π/
v
/c, (4/3)y/5/c π]. On the other hand by the proof
of Proposition 4, we have Um=ι ^τ(2m+ι,i) — ((4/3)<v/5/c π, oo). Similarly we find
Um=ι/r(2m,i) = ((4/3)^/14/0 π, oo). Hence we get that the multiplicity of C at
λ G ((4/3) v/14/c π, oo) is at least 2. Since
8 fί i fE
π
] c J T 5 1 n / T 7 1 ,3 V c ' 3 V c τ( > ) τ( ' )'
we obtain the following:
Proposition 6. In a complex projective space CP"(c) (n > 2) ίΛe length spec-
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trum C at X is simple if and only if X G ((2/v/c)π, (4/3)>/5/c π].
In the last stage we shall mention briefly on the length spectrum of general Kahler
manifold M. When M admits CP1(cι) x CP1^) as a totally geodesic complex sub-
manifold, the length spectrum LSpec\(M) = C(Cirl
κ
(M)) Π R contains
ί 2π __ 2π 1
\ \/ft2 + Ci ' \/tt2 H- C2 J
2π x L.C.M.
is rational, 0 < β < 1
(see [4]). This suggests us the length spectrum of holomorphic circles characterizes
some geometries of Kahler manifolds.
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